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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
First Day: Sunday, October 29, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 11-XX-XX-XX—XX%W, XX%ITM 
 
Churchill September Meet Stats: 109-34-16-11—31%W, 56%ITM 
Keeneland Fall Meet Stats: 160-29-28-30—18%W, 54%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#7)NORTHERN TRAIL: Throw out turf tries, great draw w/ speed to inside   
(#6)MONTELEONE: Aired in first dirt try; jock coming off Keeneland title 
(#4)OVER RIDER: Delivered as the chalk for a tag; wants more distance? 
(#5)NUCLEAR OPTION: Barn effective first off the claim; blinks “off” noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-4-5 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)HINT OF MINT: 3rd to eventual G1 winner on debut; “bullet” in holster    
(#10)FLASH N’ DANCE: Unlucky to still be a maiden; wide post draw again 
(#5)LOVELILY: She has never run poorly; rounding into form, gets C. Lan 
(#11)MEMORIAL DRIVE: Ran into a nice filly in New York— tons of upside 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-5-11 
 
RACE THREE—OFF TURF (8F—one turn, main track) 
(#4)MIRACULOUSLY: Big try from 11-hole on debut; attracts Leparoux   
(#12)EMMPORT: Flat off the shelf as the fave in last; 12-hole problematic 
(#3)KITTEN’S COVERGIRL: Ward barn solid with first-timers; dirt x-factor 
(#2)SAFFRON SPIRIT: $285K filly makes debut for high percentage barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-12-3-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)NEW YORK CENTRAL: $750K Tapit colt is a half to G2 winner Corfu   
(#12)RIPE: He was buried on the rail in a big field in last; improving colt 
(#5)SEVEN TRUMPETS: Got time off after Ellis debacle; barn likes him 
(#1)SENSATIONAL ZIP: Wide at the quarter-pole at KEE; 1-hole no picnic 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-12-5-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)MIA D’ORO: One-turn mile setup in her wheelhouse; holds all the aces   
(#13)CLASSY ACT: Dead game in prior starts; handy, slides back to 1-turn 
(#6)SHE’S A GYPSY: Broke flat-footed and beat a next out winner on debut 
(#3)GO GOOGLE YOURSELF: 12-hole hurt in last; will love the extra eighth 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-13-6-3 
 
 
RACE SIX—(OFF TURF, 8.5F main track) 
(#17)WILDERNESS GATE: 2-turns on main track suits; useful debut   
(#11)TRUE LOYALTY: Kept good company; pocket trip under Lanerie? 
(#9)DISCOVERED: Chestnut has some tactical foot; “fast” dirt a concern   
(#4)LION’S SHARE: KD shipper will love the added distance, uniform track   
 
SELECTIONS: 17-11-9-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN—Spendthrift Juvenile Stallion Stakes 
(#8)FIGHT ON: On bridle early, love 8-hole; race has dearth of early speed    
(#7)CAPTIVATING MOON: Closer will love the dirt; needs help up front 
(#5)EZMOSH: Rank in Keeneland G1; love the cutback to one-turn setup 
(#1)JOHN TIPPMANN: Slips into a restricted stakes; route-to-sprint 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-5-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—Rags to Riches Stakes 
(#6)MONOMOY GIRL: Done little wrong so far; bred to relish the dirt   
(#1)MISSAP: Love the cutback to 1-turn mile; powerful jock/trainer combo 
(#8)QUEEN MUM: Turned heads in Louisville debut; improvement likely 
(#2)SHE’S PRETTY LUCKY: Very game in debut win; extra furlong suits 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-8-2 
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RACE NINE—Spendthrift Juvenile Filly Stallion Stakes 
(#2)MIA MISCHIEF: Aired in Keeneland slop; third start of form cycle   
(#9)SULTRY: Well-bred filly will be in the catbird seat from nine-hole 
(#1)SOUTHAMPTON WAY: Turns back to 7F, better on dirt; high% barn 
(#6)BREAKING BEAUTY: Throw out last on “soft” ground; she’ll love dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-1-6 
 
 
RACE TEN—Street Sense Stakes 
(#6)BRAVAZO: Second in G1 stakes last time; gets perfect stalking trip   
(#3)RUBUS: Favorable pace setup pressing Twin Farms; 8F on the money  
(#9)LONE SAILOR: Good effort despite troubled trip in Keeneland G1 try 
(#8)HONORABLE TREASURE: In deep in G1 Champagne; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-9-8 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#2)CONQUISTADOR: $2.4 million colt looks legit; holds a winning hand  
(#10)COMBATANT: Has a two-turn turf race under belt; dirt = no problem 
(#11)COMBINED: Has license to move forward off professional debut effort 
(#12)COASTBUSTER: Gets 1st-Lasix and great post; sneaky good first start 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-10-11-12  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


